When Shiri Diskin and Daniela Kamir suggested in 2021 to have a Medical Writing issue on automation in medical writing, little did I imagine how imperative this topic would be in 2023. I sincerely thank them for their avant-garde mindset and for producing this AI-some issue.

The dirty, the dangerous, and the dull

Robots were supposedly created to perform the 3D tasks – the dirty (e.g., declogging sewage systems), the dangerous (e.g., defusing bombs), and the dull (e.g., drudgery of repetitive assembly work). At least that’s how it was for many years. More recently, robotics has been coupled with artificial intelligence (AI), and taking alliteration even further, more D’s have been added to their tasks, including the dear (i.e., expensive) and the difficult. These last two are distressing to many – will we soon be demoted, and eventually displaced? Then there’s an even darker side of AI featured in many a dystopic film, a digital demon we can’t see that deceives, disrupts, and destroys. It’s not all debacles and doomsday. Present day robots have proven to be useful in other D’s – think about domestic bots, drones used in disaster management, delivering relief goods to remote places. Devices help overcome disabilities and expedite diagnoses. Deep machine learning supposedly gives medicine (“Deep Medicine”) a more human touch.

I still can’t see an artificial system fully understanding the principles of Good Clinical Practice anytime soon.

The dreary and the detection of errors

Early in my career, I manually created in-text tables and drafted hundreds of patient narratives. Let’s face it, such tasks are dull and depressing. Nowadays, there are computer programmes that do these for us.

Manual data entry is not only dull and dreary, it is also prone to error. Quality control of our documents – from data checks to readability metrics – is crucial. Detection of errors and mistakes is a very useful AI capability we should take advantage of.

These are just a few examples. Many articles in this issue tell us more about the uses of AI in medical writing, from systematic literature reviews to detecting plagiarism, to pharmacometrics and structured content authoring.

The dear and the difficult

So back to the question – if AI can do all that is dull, dear, and difficult, where does that leave us? Will robots finally overcome the triple constraints of “Cheap, Fast, and Good – Pick Any Two” and companies can have all three?

In medical writing, it should never be a pick of any two. “Good” has always been, and will always be, the standard; there is no trade-off on quality. But leveraging AI, we can pair quality with speed. Think about it – we can develop good regulatory documents quicker and get treatments to patients faster. The first COVID-19 vaccines that got approved in record time surely had a little AI help. And they weren’t cheap.
Delegation and direction
Clinical research requires skill sets that AI can never fully provide. In the standard project RACI (Responsible, Accountable, Consulted, Informed) matrix, the “responsibility” and “accountability” remain in our hands. Because AI, like human intelligence, has limitations. We have heard about AI hallucinations, ethical considerations, and the lack of context and creativity. I still can’t see an artificial system fully understanding the principles of Good Clinical Practice anytime soon.

Let’s look beyond the document and focus on the goal. I never thought I’d be ready for a self-driving car, but there seems to be no stopping it. In the same way, we cannot do without AI in medical writing. We can delegate the driving, but we determine the direction and the destination.

In fact, we are finding ways to co-exist with this new generation of AI-driven virtual robots. The articles in this edition attest to this. And, by the way, congratulations to the newly formed EMWA AI Working Group (p. 70).

Disclosure
No alliteration generator was used in writing this piece.
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Resources on guidelines for use of AI in writing manuscripts
ICMJE defining the role of authors and contributors. Artificial intelligence (AI)-assisted technology. Available from: https://www.icmje.org/recommendations/browse/roles-and-responsibilities/defining-the-role-of-authors-and-contributors.html#four

Thanks to Martin Delahunty for helping compile this list.

Resources on Al regulations for health products

Regulatory resources:
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